


Delta Air Lines MD-90 
"Our Aircraft for the Future" 

Soon, the most environmentally friendly aircraft in the 
world will join Delta's fleet. McDonnell Douglas has 
combined the traditional durability of its narrowbody 
airframe with International Aero Engine's V2500 power 
plants - the most technically advanced engines in their 
class. The result is the MD-90, a new aircraft for the 21st 
century. It is the cleanest, quietest, and most efficient 
aircraft, with Delta again taking the leadership role as THE 
FIRST MD-90 operator. 

Delta' s MD-90 has 150 seats, 12 more than its current 
MD-88s, with the 5-abreast seating that passengers prefer. 
Delta' s passengers will appreciate the quiet, comfortable 
ambiance of the new MD-90. Amenities include inflight 
video/audio entertainment, larger and lighted overhead 
stowage bins, full-grip lighted handrails, vacuum-operated 
lavatories and wide-aisle spaciousness for ease of 
movement throughout the cabin. 

Delta's MD-90 at McDonnell Douglas 
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Delta ' s MD-90 Interior Layout - 12 First Class and 138 Economy Seats 

The superior performance of Delta 's MD-90s allows 
the aircraft to operate efficiently from restrictive conditions 
found at "hot and high" airports like Salt Lake City. The 
MD-90 also has the lowest cumulative noise level of any 
twin jet. This whisper-quiet aircraft will be every 
community's favorite neighbor, especially noise- sensitive 
airports such as Orange County, California (SNA) and 
Washington D.C. 's National Airport (DCA). 

Delta's MD-90 integrated flight compartment 

The cockpit in Delta 's newest aircraft is almost 
identical to the MD-88 's, offering a familiar environment 
to Delta 's pilots. This contemporary flight deck is equipped 
with an Electronic Flight Instrument System (EFIS) , a full 
Flight Management System (FMS) , a state-of-the-art 
Inertial Reference System (IRS) , and LED displays for 
engine and system monitoring. In keeping with McDonnell 
Douglas' design philosophy, Delta 's pilots will always be 
in direct control of the MD-90 and its flight guidance 
system. 

Delta Air Lines is proud to introduce "Our Aircraft for 
the Future" - the McDonnell Douglas MD-90. 

You'll REALLY Love the Way it Flies! 
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